
Gary 'deck 	 3/#019/94 
4629 Brendingshire Pl. 
Fort Worth, TX 2fii44 76133 

DearGary, 

My vigorous complaint about the elmination of even the Conclusions of Case Open 

has been heeded. I told you it would not be included. I've just been told that it 

will be and that the book is at the printer. presume this means copies soon but I've 

not been told. 

I've just gone over a transcript of Ekmmt Ebersole's appearance before the HSCA 

medical panel and found some interesting things in it. He Was nkt not a WC witness 

and that, like Dolce, was Specter's area. Kn checking my file I see I have no Com- 

mission record reflecting Specter's questioning of him. I write to ask if you or Dave 

has a copy of any such record, of Specter's questioning him. If you do I'll appreciate 

a copy. (To see what Specter did and did not ask.) 
As with Dolce, I can see why Secter did not want him to testify. 

As you may remember, I'm not familiar with the _MCA record because I then was 

busy fighting FOIA lawsuits. Sloo, I forget more than I used to. I'm interested in 

knowing whether HSCA published ouch transcriptA. I have gone over that panel's 

volume, do not re-all seeing this in it, and it is not now accessible to me for checking. 

If you know that it was published, I'll appreciate knowing the volume. If you know 

it was not, I'd like to know that, too. 

Andy Purdy was in charge of this questioning, thin conference. Flannigan is said 

to be the one on that area of work, of ypu are no familiar with it. They had the 

pictures and 16-rays and used them. Finch spent what time he did not use to evade in 

not remembering. lie was the econd one they intorviad that day, 10/24/78. 

The questioning was, I think, iad inadequate, to say the very least! He was then 

living and worlang in Belgium. 

For 	Dare, I'd still like to use those pictures, in NEVER AGAIN! 

Thanks and pur best, 


